PRODUCT SERIES LINE EXPANSION

BLUE FORCE GEAR® ANNOUNCES ADDITIONS TO ITS TEN-SPEED®
POUCH SUITE
[POOLER, GA, August 26, 2019—] Blue Force Gear’s revolutionary Ten-Speed® magazine
pouches have received several functional updates at the request of specialized endusers.
As our customers’ needs evolved, we have added functional enhancements to our TenSpeed line that include low-profile ULTRAcomp® pull-tabs to assist in magazine
reinsertion, an increase in retention due to material orientation, and an extension of
our Helium Whisper™ design, ULTRAcomp laminate backer that continues up the front
of our M4 pouches. This additional material reinforces the lower edge, adds rigidity,
and allows stacking of our pistol pouches, thanks to a single column of laser cut, MOLLE
compatible slots.
“The enhancements made to our Ten-Speed line are fitting examples of what we strive
for internally as a company – to exemplify our motto – Always Better™” said Stephen
Hilliard, Director of Product Development for Blue Force Gear. Constructed using Blue
Force Gear’s proprietary ULTRAcomp laminate and signature reducing, color-matched
printed elastic, the enhanced Ten-Speed pouch will first be available with its Helium
Whisper, MOLLE compatible backer in Multicam, Coyote Brown, and Black. Other
colorways and attachments will follow.
About Ten-Speed
Ten-Speed pouches are multipurpose magazine carriers that offer an ideal blend of
speed and security. Built using military-grade elastic, an M4 pouch as an example, will
securely contain a single M4 magazine or similar sized items, such as flashbangs, trauma
dressing or a pair of pistol magazines in a pinch. When empty, the pouch lays
completely flat, going unnoticed until needed, or offering a scalable option to your kit.
The Helium Whisper attachment system is 26% lighter than our own legacy version, and
is the lightest magazine pouch on the market.
For more information, technical specs or to view a video demonstration of Blue Force
Gear’s Ten-Speed line, visit us at www.blueforcegear.com

About Blue Force Gear:
Blue Force Gear designs the best weapon slings and leads the lightweight equipment
revolution with its Ten-Speed® multi-use pouches. They also reinvented MOLLE to be the
world’s lightest with their Helium Whisper® pouch attachment system and highperformance laminate, ULTRAcomp®. Unrivaled innovation and attention to detail set
Blue Force Gear apart from others in the tactical equipment industry.
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